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BUSTER NO CHARGE 
Use BUSTER to remove all the "ghost" programs from your 059/68000 
computers memory in one swoop! Free up your memory with no effort! 
Simply edit the following program into a text file named BUSTER and 
change the attributes to -e and -pe and place it in your CMDS directory, 
MDIR -UT.PROG ! UNLINK -Z Type BUSTER at any command line an it will 
then remove all unused (ghost) programs from memory! BUSTER works on 
any OSK/68000 computer! 

ICON-BASIC/68000 $25.00 
ICON BASIC/68000 is a graphic user interface (GUI) for Microware Basic 
under 059/68000. ICON BASIC/68000 uses icons to represent keywords and 
statements in Microware Basic programs. This makes programs easier to 
write and understand. It is also useful for examining programs written by 
others, ICON BASIC/68000 is similar to ICON BASIC09 ,but, due to the more 
powerful platform it has more power and neato features. ICON BASIC/68000 
requires a 68000 compatible computer, 059/68000, K-Windows, and a mouse. 
Microware basic is also required. 

SOUND $20.00 
SOUND is a comprehensive program for recording, playing and editing sound 
files. SOUND allows you to save and play all or any part of a sound file. 
You can merge files together or split them into pieces. You can record, edit 
and save stereo files with ease. You can change playback speed and record 
at any speed. Works with .ill .m and .s files. SOUND requires a 68000 
compatible computer, 059/68000, K-Windows, and a mouse, 

BSRECHO $15.00 
BSRECHO is a program for the X10 model CP290. X10 is a home control system 
that uses remote-control plug-in modules that communicate thru your 
house wiring. You can control lights, appliances, or whatever with the 
available modules. BSRECHO monitors the CP290 and announces all commands 
sent over the house wiring! You can hear the announcements thru your 
computer's speakers or with a simple circuit, route them to your stereo's 
speakers. (Stereo can be on or off!) This must be seen (heard) to be 
believed!! Requires MM/1 or compatible system. X10 components not included. 
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IC0N-BASIC09 $20.00 
ICON BASIC09 is a graphic user interface (GUI) for Basic09 under 059 level 
2. Icon basic09 uses icons to represent keywords and statements in Basic09 
programs. This makes programs easier to write and understand. It is also 
useful for examining programs written by others. Icon basic09 requires Coco 
3 with at least 256k, 059 level 2, and a mouse or Joystick. 

ICON-BAS1C/68000 $25.00 
ICON BASIC/68000 is the same as ICON BASIC09 except that it runs 
Microware Basic under 059/68000. Due to the more powerful platform it has 
more power and neato features. ICON BASIC/68000 requires a 68000 
compatible computer 0S9/68000 K-Windows and a mouse. Microware basic is 
also required, 

DUAL HI-RES JOYSTICK ADAPTER $40.00 
NEVER UN-PLUG YOUR JOYSTICK AGAIN! The adapter works as a TANDY or 
COLORWARE Hi-Res adapter or NO adapter. This allows you to run ANY 
program without changing the cables on your Joystick. Change adapters 
with the flip of a switch!! Cassette port is available at any time! A 
MUST-HAVE for any serious Coco user! Rainbow review 3/90 

HI & LO-RES JOYSTICK ADAPTER 
Like above Dual Hi-Res, but, without Colorware or cassette port features. 
Functions as a Tandy HI-RES or NO adapter at the flip of a switch. Save 
wear and tear on your Coco's jacks and on your nerves. 

$27.00 

HAWICSoft KEYBOARD CABLE $25.00 
UNCHAIN YOUR KEYBOARD! Five foot extender cable for Coco 2 and 3. Move 
your keyboard where you want it! Installation instructions and tips 
included! Custom lengths available. Rainbow review 5/89 

MY DOS 
CUSTOMIZABLE! EPROM -ABLE' The commends Tandy left out, ONE command load 
and execute for machine language programs. Lowercase command entry and 
display. Optional 6 ms. disk drive speed. Supports double-sided and forty 
track drives. Set CMP or RGB palettes on power-up. Power-up in any screen 
width and colors (or monochrome) you choose. Screen echo and SAY command 
for Radio Shack Speech and Sound Cartridge. Point and click mouse 
directory and MORE. For all Coco 3 with Disk Basic 1.1. More options than 
you can shake a joystick at!! Rainbow review 6/87 

DISK $15.00 


